
T H E  VA N I S H I N G  L O G G E R

a n  A m e r i c a n  p r o f e s s i o n  i n  t r a n s i t i o n

The work documents where 
the logger stands after a century 
of attitudes and landscapes in 
flux and explores what they face today.
Told in their image and words, this 
is a testimonial to the iconic saw 
men and women of the timber industry 
– the logger’s story.

www.atomeka.com/logger

a
traveling 
multimedia 
exhibit



        

After serving as a regional icon for more than a century, 

why has the logger been pushed to the cultural and 

economic margins of our society?

Why have they chosen this profession? 

What’s it like to be a logger facing the 21st century?

Journey to the 

backwoods of 

Washington State, 

into the home 

and heart 

of the logger.

overview 
“The Vanishing Logger” is a multi-disciplinary exhibit on contemporary American loggers.  The work 
presents a community that is isolated from much of the Northwest’s population and culturally distinct. In 
the spirit of documentary photographer Darius Kinsey, who documented logging a century ago, the project 
documents a profession that today offers fewer and fewer opportunities for employment, despite once 
nourishing communities and families for generations.

venues
The Vanishing Logger exhibit has been touring Pacific Northwest venues, primarily museums, art galleries. 
and libraries since its opening at the Washington History Museum in Tacoma, WA in April 2003. Schools 
are also invited to host the exhibit.



mission
Our mission is to bring urban and rural communities together through art and storytelling – to offer insight 
through an emotional and personal connection.

exhibit description
Combining photographs, text, and audio, the installation balances the feeling of taking a walk in the woods with 
a hi-tech edge to reinforce the issue’s contemporary significance. The computer generated portion also takes 
advantage of interactive storytelling formats. Audiences are greeted with photographs of trees printed on fabric 
banners hanging from the ceiling. An ambient audio track simulates what loggers hear on the job; The featured 
sounds are descibed on a text panel. Three mini documentaries are presented on flat-screen iMac computers, 
which sit on log pedastals. The logger interviews, that were gathered to create the exbibit content, are bound in 
a notebook. Its cover is made from curly leaf maple. 

Photographer Cheryle Easter       Writer Char Easter                                                                                 atomeka.com/logger

This is a collaboration 

between two sisters – 

a photographer and a 

producer/writer. Their 

work documents a tradition 

that has both social and 

personal significance.

 “Five years ago, my sister Cheryle moved back 

to the small logging town we grew up in to 

photograph loggers.  As members of the 

community, we have been granted an insider’s 

view of the loggers’ lives and feelings. 

Our dual allegiance between urban and rural, 

professional and working class puts us in a 

unique position to relate to both our subject 

and our audience.’’ - Char Easter



Content List - provided by the Vanishing Logger project (VL) 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Ideally, 500 sq. feet for the full installation with wall space. Exhibit can be modied to t smaller museums.

COST
Call for scheduling and pricing information.

SHIPPING
Arrangements and delivery will be performed by VLP.  Exhibition shipping will be paid for by the exhibitor.  

FACIILITY REQUIREMENTS
Venues must submit an AAM Standard Facility Report to VLP directors prior to the exhibit contract 
being signed.

BOOKING
The exhibit will be booked on a rst-come, rst-served basis. If an exhibitor cancels the exhibition for any 
reason after the contract is signed, the exhibitor agrees to pay the unpaid balance of the participation fee. 
For booking call 206-779-2427 or 360-247-6045.

See next page for current TOUR SCHEDULE.

2 Computers (Flat-screen iMacs) with speakers 
3 Pedestals for computers and text material
20 Photographs (16”x20”)
3 Photographs (24”x36”)
5 Fabric hanging prints (7’x2’ vertical)
1 Title print (3x5’) cloth banner
20 Photo labels (foam core)
5 Text panels (11x17” foam core)
2 Speakers for ambient audio 
 Cables and power strips for computer

DIGITAL MEDIA 
A website and online documentary give viewers a sampling of 
the exhibit with interactive documentaries, a photo gallery and 
a logger slang dictionary. The web site announces current 
shows and tour schedules. 

EXHIBIT DETAILS



FOR TOUR BOOKING CONTACT:
Project Directors: Cheryle Easter  360-247-6045   easterclick@earthlink.net   
Char Easter  206-779-2427  char@atomeka.com           

www.atomeka.com/logger

The Vanishing Logger is presented in affilation with The Polson Museum,  Allied Arts Foundation, Seattle and by a grant from the 
Washington Commission for the Humanities
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